
Every  One  Of  Our  Tubs  Is  Backed  Wi th  Qual i t y  Guarantees  & A  L i fe t ime Of  Customer  Support

FIND A 

WA L K - I N  T U B 

YOU’LL  LOVE
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C O M PA N Y 
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EVEN MORE

W W W . J E T T A C O R P . C O M

WALK-IN COLLECTION



As the demand for walk-in tubs continues to grow, 

more and more customers are quickly jumping into 

this emerging market. The result? Lots of choices! 

But the reality? Very few quality, reliable choices.

At Jetta, we’ve been manufacturing quality tub 

systems since 1981. Our products are trusted 

by builders, plumbers, and especially by the 

customers who use them. We are proudly an 

Oklahoma company, and our products are crafted 

with care and precision. 



For almost 40 years, the Jetta name has quietly built a reputation for 

quality and reliability among our customers.  We are proud to have our 

products in homes across the country! 

Jetta’s Walk-in collection is the perfect marriage of luxury and practicality. 

Offered in both in-swing and out-swing models, Jetta’s walk-in tubs are 

currently offered in soaker, whirlpool, air, and combo hydrotherapies. 

Go Ahead & Linger – It Stays Hot Longer

Our exclusive Stay Hot Guarantee means your whirlpool bath water will 

stay within 2 degrees of its original temperature after 30 minutes of use. 

We’ve streamlined our technology for your benefit! 

No Leaks, No Worries

Every walk-in tub we sell comes with a limited lifetime warranty on the 

shell, door, and door seal. That’s because our tubs not only look great on 

the outside, they’re built with quality on the inside.

Excellence in Service 

When you order a Jetta product, you can be assured it will be delivered 

on time and service won’t end with the sale. Builders and plumbers 

nationwide trust Jetta because we make bath systems without 

compromise and back them up with confidence.

WHY JETTA?
Walk-Ins: Where Luxury Meets Practicality.

Q
UALITY & RELIABILITY



JettaWhirl hydrotherapy works deep in your body’s 
tissues, relieving tight and sore muscles while allowing 
for rejuvenation. Strategically placed jets target your 
back, calves, and feet to relieve tension and discomfort in 
areas that are often overused or strained.

MAKE A HOME IMPROVEMENT   THAT’S ALSO A LIFE IMPROVEMENT.

RELIEVE MUSCLE TENSION WITH 

WHIRLPOOL FEATURES
• 7 rotating and flow-adjustable jets, including:
  • 3 back jets
  • 2 calf jets
  • 2 foot jets
 1.5 BHP pump - 7.5 amps

• All jets are removable for easy cleaning.

• Tune your water pressure to fit your unique needs. A 
quick turn of the jet’s outer right increases or decreases 
water flow.

• Anti-microbial flex piping and arched plumbing   
design provides gravity-flow draining for    
sanitary bathing and corrosion elimination.

Relieves tight, 

sore muscles 

while promoting 

rejuvenation

Calms the mind 

and relaxes 

the body with 

effervescent 

air bubbles

Cleanses body 

and mind with a 

therapeutic soak



MAKE A HOME IMPROVEMENT   THAT’S ALSO A LIFE IMPROVEMENT.
WHIRLPOOL AND AIR BATH FEATURES GIVE YOU AS MUCH 
LUXURY AS PRACTICALITY.  
At Jetta, we’ve been designing luxury tub systems since 1981 – and we’ve brought that knowledge 
and experience into the design of our walk-in tubs.

• Seamless air injectors are strategically placed around the 
perimeter of the tub to target all areas of your body.

• JettaAir system tubs include a mood light to create spa-like 
ambiance. Light package can be upgraded to a multi-color LED 
light to set the perfect mood. 

• Variable-speed blower allows you to tune the air massage 
pressure to your own comfort level. 

The benefits of 

JettaWhirl and 

JettaAir in a 

single spa-like 

experience

Effervescent air bubbles create an invigorating bathing 
experience while calming the mind, relaxing the nerves, and 
quieting the body. Balanced air flow throughout maintains 
even pressure in all injectors, providing a spa-like feeling 
with multiple modes to suit your preferences.

• Customize with three different air modes: continuous, 
pulse, or wave.

• Variable speed blower motor with 600-watt heater: 115 
volt-10amps-1HP

• Automatic purge/dry cycle ensures a clean, sanitary 
system after every use. 

CALM YOUR MIND AND BODY WITH

AIR BATH FEATURES

A heating system 

to provide gentle 

warmth to your 

tub backrest
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1  Every Jetta walk-in tub is manufactured with one-

    piece construction, eliminating joint failures 

    common in two-piece construction.

2  Easy access control panel: ActiveDrain, whirlpool, 

 air, and light settings. 

 Jetta’s ActiveDrain technology ensures faster 

 draining* with the use of an additional pump.

     *Drain time is approximately 90 seconds

3  Internal antimicrobial piping will not retain water.

4  Extension panels included with every tub for 

   accurate fit and easy installation

THE WALK-IN DIFFERENCE

While other tubs require a heater, we’ve 

streamlined the technology, combining a passive 

warm air induction whirlpool system with thick 

foam insulation from top to bottom. The benefit 

for you? A bath that stays within 2 degrees of 

original temperature for 30 minutes of use. 

WE GUARANTEE IT!

THE JETTA EXCLUSIVE

THE Stay Hot 
GUARANTEE

5  Passive warm air induction quietly recirculates 

    heated air. Rotating and flow-adjustable jets are 

    removable for easy cleaning.

6  Lumbar support molded into backrest for 

    maximum comfort with contoured seat that meets 

    all ADA standards.

7  Extra-long, angled, polished chrome grab bar and 

    U-bar* makes exit/entry easier and safer.
        
    *Standard on out-swing model,
      optional on  in-swing models

8  Premium fast-fill thermostatic faucet and hand 

    held showering wand with anti-scalding feature. 

9  ADA waste and overflow: large, easy-grip 

handle positioned for maximum soaking depth.

10 Seamless air injectors placed strategically 

      around perimeter of tub to target all areas.

11 Add to your comfort by selecting a Contoured 

   Neck Rest Pillow* or Contoured Seat Cushion. 

  *Only available on the in-swing models 
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The Biltmore in-swing door design is the perfect choice for smaller 
bathrooms or areas with limited available space. The tub door opens 
inwards, reducing the amount of space needed to enter and exit the 
tub. Because the door allows for easier closing and the low threshold 
enables safer entry and exit, the in-swing is a smart choice for those 
with limited mobility.

IN-SWING

BILTMORE J80
 53”  X  26”X  36”  RECTANGLE

• 3-sided tile flange kit

• Built-in safety grab bar

• Optional U-bar for added ease and stability    

  when exiting tub 

• Polished chrome waste & overflow 

• Fully-insulated polyurethane foam

• Recommended operating gallons: 55

• Easy grip door lock

• Optional Extension Panel comes standard

AC TIVEDRAIN
MODELS AVAILABLE 



The Broadmoor in-swing door design is the perfect choice for smaller 
bathrooms or areas with limited available space. The all-new S-shaped 
tub door opens inwards, allowing for extra toom to enter and exit the tub. 
This new door design combines the space-saving attributes of an in-swing 
door with the wider opening of a larger model, allowing for a unique 
access experience for bathers with limited mobility.

IN-SWING

AC TIVEDRAIN
MODELS AVAILABLE BROADMOOR J90

 51”  X  29”  X  40”  RECTANGLE

• 3-sided tile flange kit

• Built-in polished chrome safety grab bar

• NEW S-shaped door design offers ample space

• Optional U-bar for added ease and stability         

  when exiting tub

• Polished chrome waste & overflow 

• Fully-insulated polyurethane foam

• Recommended operating gallons: 75

• Optional Extension Panel comes standard

EVERY JETTA WALK-IN TUB IS DESIGNED 
TO FIT IN PLACE OF A STANDARD 60” BATH



OUT-SWING
The Belmont out-swing door design features an outwards opening door 
that locks in place to create a watertight seal while bathing. 
The extra-wide opening and low threshold make the Belmont an 
excellent and safe choice for those with disabilities or limited mobility. 
Transfer from a wheelchair, walker, scooter or cane to the contoured seat 
with less risk and discomfort. 

BELMONT J95
 52”  X  32”  X  40”  RECTANGLE

• 3-sided tile flange kit

• Built-in polished chrome safety grab bar

• Standard U-bar for added ease and stability when            

  exiting tub

• Polished chrome waste & overflow 

• Fully-insulated polyurethane foam 

• Recommended operating gallons: 75

• Easy grip door lock

• Optional Extension Panel comes standard

AC TIVEDRAIN
MODELS AVAILABLE 



                        GIVE YOUR BATHING EXPERIENCE

     All The Extra Aaaaaaaaaahs.

JettaWhirl technology: give yourself an 

invigorating boost in every bath with the sensation 

of deep-tissue hydrotherapy massage.

Jetta’s optional in-line heater is designed to 

maintain the temperature of your JettaWhirl bath 

systems. The heater is activated by water flow 

which keeps the temperature consistent with the 

temperature of the water as it entered the tub.

JettaAir technology: Indulge yourself in 

thousands of effervescent air bubbles 

streaming from strategically placed seamless 

air injectors. 

IN
VIG

O
RATE

RELAX

Thermostatic Faucet Kit: Set it and forget it. Add extra convenience and security with 

a premium fast-fill Italian faucet. Regulate water temperature with ease by setting 

the hot and cold blend only once. The thermostatic valve and anti-scalding feature 

automatically mix the hot and cold water to deliver the pre-set water temperature. 

In the event of cold water failure, the anti-scalding feature shuts off the flow of hot 

water. Flow Rate: 14.3 gps on ¾” lines.

Available in Polished Chrome.

ActiveDrain Models: Jetta’s ActiveDrain technology ensures 

faster draining* with the addition of an extra pump.

*Drain time is approximately 90 seconds

 

LUXURY

W
ARM

JettaWarm technology: Soothing warmth 

covers the entirety of your backrest!

Full coverage is available on our walk-in soaker 

tubs for a relaxation experience before you 

even begin bathing!



Jet Trim Kit: give your tub an extra polished 

look with a polished chrome jet trim to match 

fixtures. 

Extra Jets: add extra invigoration and massage 

where you need it most with additional jets in 

your tub. 

Seat Cushion: give yourself a 

little extra sitting comfort with a soft, 

slip-resistant seat cushion.

take your relaxation to the maximum with a

 contoured neck rest* or roll-up gel pillow. 

*Only available for Biltmore J80 and Broadmoor J90 models
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Chromatherapy: enhance the mood of your 

bath with a soothing clear mood light or LED 

light that can be set to change colors for spa-

like ambiance. 

AM
BIEN

CE
IN

D
U
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JettaWarm is our ALL-NEW surface heating 
system secured beneath the acrylic in a 
blanket of insulation to provide gentle 
warmth to the backrest of your tub.



LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Follow us for product updates 

and helpful information

JETTACORP.COM
©2021 Jetta Corporation. All rights reserved. Speci cations are subject to change without notice. 
 The Jetta brand and the water drop logo are trademarks of Jetta Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Jetta Headquarters
425 Centennial Boulevard
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013

LOCAL         405.340.6661
TOLL-FREE  800.288.7771
SALES@JETTACORP.COM

customer 
service is not a 
department
It’s a commitment. That means 

everyone in every department is here 

to keep the promise we make to our 

customers: 

To deliver products made with 

premium quality, on time, and with 

a stress-free, pleasant customer 

experience included in every order.

And we stand by it. 

CONFIGURE YOUR CUSTOM WALK-IN TUB.
ONLY AT WALKINBATHS.JETTACORP.COM

Every member of the Jetta team I’ve interacted 
with were caring, talented, and friendly people that 
took pride in their job and company. 

You are an awesome team!

Jeff F. 

“

Your team at Jetta far surpasses your 
competition in responsiveness, timeliness, and 
customer service. When we have suggestions, 

you listen! 

We feel like you’re family!

Mary D. 

“

You make a great product, but the real 
magic behind your success is your 
people and your culture...

Thank you all for a job well done!

Marshall M.

“


